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To Retire or Not to Retire, That Is the Question

W orkaholics of the world, unite—you have nothing to lose but your leisure!

Such might be the battle cry of the increasingly aging and increasingly healthy older population. To retire or not to retire, that is the question. The answer is quite different to those who like their jobs and to those who do not. The first group, including many professionals, consider “retirement” to be a dirty word, something to be avoided at all costs. The second group, including many blue collar workers, think retirement is a nirvana to be sought as an escape from a boring daily routine.

In the past, both labor and management encouraged mandatory retirement for many workers. As the number of the elderly increases, however, the financial burden that this growing retired population places on young and middle-aged workers also increases. (Deductions for Social Security have never paid for the system, and new cures keep extending the life span. Decreased cigarette smoking, for example, may well bankrupt Social Security.)

One argument against letting the elderly add to national productivity is that it takes away jobs from young people. That has been the argument used against immigrants, who supposedly take jobs away from “real Americans,” or women, who take them away from men. In fact, the influx of those two groups into the labor market has not been accompanied by an increase in unemployment, suggesting that individuals create jobs as well as occupy them.

Moreover, the able elderly are now continuing to work, often through a shift of employer. A nuclear engineer becomes an expert witness on nuclear power, a tenured professor moves to fill a post at a less prestigious university, a lawyer leaves a large law firm to set up practice on his own. In each case, the elderly person is potentially taking away a job from a younger person, but this is concealed because the retiree is not staying in the same situation.

The movement to new jobs has some virtues; it involves an objective selection of the physically and mentally vigorous from the tired and the inflexible. But mandatory retirement has largely disappeared, and the attempts of universities, for example, to be given a special exemption seems unlikely to work. Just before a recent court decision, the airline industry settled out of court over mandatory retirement in the case of air traffic engineers. If airplane personnel, judges, and doctors cannot be forced to retire, the first disgruntled professor who takes his case to court is likely to prove age discrimination without too much trouble.

The challenge to society, therefore, is to develop some scheme of retirement based on performance not age, and one that does not block the advancement of younger people. Research productivity is probably the easiest to evaluate, since distant committees in Washington develop priority scores for individuals in other localities. Local duties such as teaching and administration are a little more difficult, since the subjectivity of evaluating a colleague will inevitably intrude. Ad hoc committees to consider retirement as ad hoc committees consider promotion are certainly feasible. Mentally young but chronologically old individuals could lighten the teaching load of assistant professors starting an academic career. Retired executives can serve as consultants for young venture capital companies that have scientific expertise but little business sophistication. Commissions and boards that have a hard time competing for the time of a young scientist might be more appropriately manned by experienced professionals who have seen more of the complexities of life.

Age by itself does not bring wisdom, nor does youth automatically bring a fresh viewpoint: some individuals are born doctrinaire, and others embrace new ideas until the day they die. Each profession will have to think of the criteria that justify continued employment. Early retirement for some and late retirement for others may well average out to a more productive society. To begin such a system it is probably wise to set some quotas and devise a system of priority scores. That would change the question from, “Is old Jake good enough to continue work?” to “Of the hundred individuals who are up for retirement, which twenty are we going to ask to continue working, and what are we going to ask them to do?”

The population changes mean that there will be more people, not fewer, who prefer work to chronological welfare. A society that can make supercomputers should be able to solve the problem.—DANIEL E. KOSHLAND, JR.